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Thomas H. Harris, 81, of the best

kKnewn residents of Northern Cambria

county, died on Sunday evening at

his home in Gallitzin township of a

omplication of diseases in the house

where he was born and had spent his

entire life. He was born in 1858 He
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Polish infantry awaiting the attack of German troops on the Polish

Corridor border. President Moscicki emphasized the fact that Poland's

first battles were purely defensive to

many is the aggressor nation. Germany’s initial land attacks were from

East Prussia against Dzialdowo and Mlawa;

Chojnice at the narrowest part of the disputed Corridor, and from Bres-

law against Katowice.
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Our Shop Is Equipped
to Do Job Printing of
All Kinds, Nothing Too
Large or Too Small

We Cater Especially to

Local Union Printing.  
Established Oct., 1893.

SUBSCRIPTION $200 PER yn
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MESSAGEOF CIO
LEADER LEWIS
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